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In the final several weeks of her husband’s terminal illness, Kathryn Leigh Scott was determined to make
the most of every valuable minute they had left. Anticipating new horizons and experiences was not just
an embraceable antidote—it had been the very center of Kathryn’s mantra: “If not today, when? Despite
Geoff’s debilitating condition and the down sides of caregiving, the few decided to travel the
globe.”When the time came to face Geoff’s inevitable passing, the voyage she had begun with the person
she loved did not end. Kathryn continued on across the globe. It’s an inspirational reminder—for yourself
and the ones you love—not to waste the occasions you have, right here and now.A celebration of lifestyle,
of coping with death, of cherishing remembrances, and of finding the courage to go forward, Kathryn’s
personal story is for anybody who has ever suffered a loss. Through grief, guilt, and coming to terms,
their shared experience evolved into an exciting journey to find the in the past to herself.
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 Stands up nicely as an excellent story, well informed, and deserves a wider target audience than simply
caregivers and people dealing with grief. So that it was wonderfully fulfilling to read about the next
chapters in creating a new life following the loss of someone you care about. You can't help but admire
Ms Scott's spirit, courage and enthusiasm to explore brand-new paths (and literally, new places to visit) in
the years to follow. Good book. Whether you have been a caregiver, lost someone you care about or are
in a crossroads in your daily life, you will experience a kinship with Ms Scott and marvel and become
inspired by this tale. It is a story I shall find myself thinking about again and again. Short, but as long as it
needs to be, and no more... This book is crucial read . Grief is definitely one the most painfull encounters
that everybody will go through in his or her lifetime. Grief does not have any boundaries. Love the Sound
CD. Gave me extremely good insights - really grateful. Kathryn shares her trip with grief after the loss of
her spouse Geoff Miller. Through cherished recollections, support from family and friends, grief
organizations, Kathryn displays dignity and strength to live every day to the the fullest by checking out
fresh adventures and time for the passions that she adores in both writing and acting. After shedding my
father to Parkinson six years back and my sister within an untimely method, this reserve reminds me to
consider each day , step-by-step, and live life to the fullest. This is an inspiring reserve but what perform
you expect from and inspiring female. Thanks Kathryn to be an inspiration if you ask me . Grief is
universal What a lovely book. It welcomed you in to see Kathryn Leigh Scott and her spouse Geoff
Miller’s loving relationship and how his neurological disease produced changes in their lives. The right,
some not, but through Kathryn’s desire to help make the greatest she could for both of these in the period
he had left, they persevered and produced many wonderful memories despite the PSP. A beautifully
written account of looking after a loved one who's dying, written by a woman of such grace courage, and
loving kindness. The section of it being "Geoff’s journey" reminded me of how I felt when I cared for my
mother in the last 3 weeks before she passed. This book is crucial read. A Powerful and touching tribute
to a lovely love tale. Her friend Audrey’s remark: “We share the common thread of limitless hours of
despair, exhaustion, fear, anger, hopelessness and heartbreak” rang true, having discovered myself a
complete time caregiver today. Kathryn Leigh Scott has written a book that may touch many lives.She
and Geoff were lucky to have found each other, we have been lucky she shared their story If you've ever
lost someone you care about that you were a caretaker because of this is .. How she adapts to helping him
deal with this disease. This is a book about a wife who was simply a caretaker on her behalf spouse with a
neurological disease. Listen while likely to work. The author went into amazing depth to tell her story.
Kathryn Leigh Scott Presents Imporant Life Advice Kathryn Leigh Scott gives a great and accessible
windows into her own personal world, filled up with sage wisdom and essential life assistance. its
stepstone losses I possibly could nod with her explanation of the joys regrets & Here, Scott becomes a
good friend and confidant, sharing her own highs and lows, assisting the reader to probably cope easier
knowing someone else has gone through an identical ordeal. the struggles with oneself through extremely
challenging situations. Inspiring read of girl who lost but maintains living Well crafted inspiring tale of
authors journey w partner' s debilitating neurologic disease & Their desire to still embrace the best of
lifestyle & after that Her continued journey after he was gone. Practical & heartfelt. Having lost a spouse
following a long struggle with brain malignancy & This is a worthwhile go through for anyone who has
looked after a loved one longterm, or lost somebody close. sorrow . thank you for writing 5 Stars from a
Fan.It impacts every race,and gender, man and female, dark or white and additional ethnicities. The book
goes through her journey as a caretaker looking after her terminally ill husband through the grieving
procedure.KLS story touches your center of how life can throw you a curve and the way you deal with it.
Her love on her behalf husband comes out.. Powerful and Thought-Provoking I love all of Kathryn's
books that I've read. Her keen wit, observant eye and warm humor invites the reader to talk about her
world, her feelings and discoveries.Really pulls at your heart. This one is different than any additional I've



experienced. Such a unfortunate struggle to have to endure,and it reminds me that my husband or myself
could be in this position one day. It's an extremely encouraging read,and I'm therefore impressed with her
power,although I'm sure she didn't feel strong while caring for Geoff. Thank you for letting us have a
glimpse into your globe,Kathryn. FIVE STAR ENGROSSING READ Didn't even be prepared to like it.
Great insights into lifestyle changing struggles with a soul mate. If you've ever lost a loved one that you
were a caretaker because of this is crucial read book!.. What’s more, Right now With You, Now Without,
proves that challenging times can be get over and there’s still pleasure to be experienced later on. and
what religion you associate with or not really. You certainly are a special lady,and I want I knew you
personally! I was sort of right: I adored it. Grief is definitely one . It illustrates a few nuggets of classic
wisdom without having to be self-helpish.Truly Satisfying and Inspiring After savoring "Last Dance at the
Savoy" this past year, We was struck by the fact that while I experienced what We read within the
present, it had actually been five years because the story of this last dance drew to a close.
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